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I. INTRODUCTION
Even though the spectroscopy of molecular J aggregates has been studied for more than five decades already, ' there continues to be a strong interest in the optical properties of these systems. ' The most characteristic property of J aggregates is the fact that their absorption spectra exhibit a sharp feature (the J band) that is typically much narrower than the absorption bands observed in monomer spectra. The sharpness results from motional narrowingthe delocalized exciton states of the aggregate average over the disorder in the transition frequencies of the individual molecules. The term "motional narrowing" was first introduced in the field of nuclear magnetic resonance, where it refers to the narrowing of inhomogeneous line shapes due to rotational motion of the spins.3 The simplest quantitative explanation for motional narrowing in the linear absorption spectrum of J aggregates can be given by considering the probability distribution of each of the exciton energies to first order in the molecular disorder.4 If the molecular transition frequencies on each aggregate are distributed completely uncorrelated of each other, this procedure predicts a narrowing of the local (molecular) disorder by a factor of typically l/ fi (N being the number of molecules per aggregate). Recently, also the nonlinear optical properties of J aggregates have received a growing attention. On the one hand, time-resolved nonlinear techniques are used to probe dynamic features of the exciton system '$ and transitions to multiexciton states,"* in which the molecules on the aggregate share more than one excitation. On the other hand, the cw nonlinear optical response is of interest,"" as the giant oscillator strengths of the delocalized states in principle allow for large nonlinear optical signals. 1'-'4 Although numerical simulations have shown that also in nonlinear optical spectra of aggregates motional narrowing takes place,15P16 a systematic theory treating this problem is still lacking. The problem is more complicated than for linear spectroscopies because nonlinear techniques usually involve more than one (multi)exciton level of the aggregates.2P15"6 Therefore, the motional narrowing theory of nonlinear optics requires knowledge of the joint probability distribution for the energies of two or more multiexciton states of an aggregate.
In the present paper, we investigate the motional narrowing theory of nonlinear optical response for linear molecular aggregates with diagonal disorder with arbitrary degree of correlation between the random transition frequencies of the molecules within each aggregate. Even though in realistic systems intersite correlations in the disorder are very likely, their extent is usually unknown and they are mostly neglected in model calculations. The model assumed in this paper interpolates between two opposite views of disorder in aggregates and polymers:" (i) continuous energy disorder, where the transition frequencies of the molecules within each aggregate are completely uncorrelated; and (ii) a segment (or kink) model, where all molecules within an aggregate have the same transition frequency, whose value varies for different aggregates.'* It turns out that for the general model presented here, we can calculate the complete multivariate probability distribution of all (multi)exciton energies of an aggregate to first order in the disorder. Our aim to put this result to use is twofold. First, knowledge of this distribution allows us to extend the usual theory of motional narrowing to nonlinear optical line shapes of arbitrary order. Second, we investigate what optical experiments enable us to obtain information on the two parameters that determine the microscopic disorder model-the local inhomogeneity and the degree of correlation. The effect of correlations has earlier been studied by Knapp for circular aggregates within the context of linear optics.4 It turns out, however, that measurement of the linear absorption line shape is not a very good tool to decide what microscopic disorder model applies to a certain sample (see Sec. V A). By contrast, we will show that nonlinear techniques, such as pump-probe experiments, can provide much more insight.
We note that the situation outlined above (continuous energy disorder vs a segment model) is reminiscent of the question of microscopic vs macroscopic strain broadening in (mixed) crystals. Photon echo experiments have been suggested to distinguish been these two cases. 19'20 Root and Skinner even considered an interpolation between these two limits by considering a crystal model with a finite correlation length of the strain field.21 The theory in the present paper is more specifically directed toward molecular aggregates and, moreover, is directly applicable to any nonlinear optical experiment.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in Sec. II, we present the microscopic model of disordered aggregates and define the motional narrowing approximation for their eigenstates and eigenenergies. In Sec. III, we show how the distribution of exciton energies enters the nonlinear optical response of an ensemble of disordered aggregates. The complete joint distribution function for the (multi)exciton levels in such an ensemble is obtained in Sec. IV. This distribution is used in Sec. V to calculate explicitly the line shapes for linear absorption, nonlinear absorption, and two-color pump-probe spectroscopy within the motional narrowing limit. Finally, in Sec. VI, we discuss our results. Two appendices are added for technical details.
II. MODEL AND EIGENSTATES
We consider an ensemble of molecular aggregates with energetic disorder. Each aggregate consists of a linear chain of N equidistant nonpolar two-level absorbers with parallel transition dipoles of magnitude p. We stress that no periodic boundary conditions are assumed. The electronic states of an aggregate are described by the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian22.23
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n,m= 1 where A,-,' denotes the nmth element of the inverse of the covariance matrix A. For A, we take the positive definite matrix
Here, a0 gives the magnitude of the molecular disorder and lo is the correlation length of the disorder in units of the lattice constant. Note that a0 equals the standard deviation of the Gaussian marginal distribution24 for the frequency offset of a single molecule regardless of the values of the other frequencies
The present disorder model interpolates continuously between completely uncorrelated inhomogeneities for IO-+0 and infinitely strong correlations for IO + 03. The former limit is known as the continuous energy disorder model and the latter as a segment model." In the segment model, all molecules on a given aggregate have the same transition frequency, which is chosen randomly from a Gaussian with standard deviation a0 .'*
To determine the nonlinear optical response of an ensemble of noninteracting disordered aggregates through standard response theory (sum over states procedure) ,25p26 we have to calculate the eigenstates of a molecular chain A with arbitrary realization of the disorder. Because Ho conserves the number of excitations, the eigenstates separate into classes of linear combinations of states with a fixed number of molecules excited-exciton bands (Fig. 1) . Using the Jordan-Wigner transformation2' from the interactingpaulions to noninteracting Fermions, all 2N eigenstates of Ho can be obtained by only diagonalizing the tridiagonal N x N matrix H,, , irrespective of the disorder.15p28 Let the normalized eigenvectors of fro (for a particular realization of the disorder) have components pk,, and eigenvalues CIk (k=l,...,N) .
Then a general eigenstate in the lrth band may be labeled by kl > k2 > * . * > k, and reads Here i,, and s: denote the Pauli annihilation and creation operators for an excitation on molecule n, respectively, and wo+d, is the transition frequency of molecule n, where w. is the average transition frequency and d, is a static random offset which describes diagonal disorder. Finally, V is the nearest-neighbor interaction, which is negative for J aggregates. V is assumed to be homogeneous; interactions between different aggregates are neglected.
Following Knapp, 4 we assume that the molecular frequency offsets of a single aggregate have the following Gaussian joint distribution: Thus the one-excitons (conventional Frenkel excitons) have site amplitudes Q)k,, and frequencies fik; the states in higher exciton bands (two-excitons, three-excitons, etc.) have energies that are given by a sum of one-exciton energies, whereas their coefficients in the site basis are generated by Slater determinants of the one-exciton site amplitudes. The simplicity of the representation of these states and their energies is special for the linear system with nearest-neighbor interactions. Two points should be stressed concerning the multiexciton states. (i) They are not direct products of one-exciton states, as is clear from Eq. (5a); this is a consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle-a molecule cannot be doubly excited.
(ii) They are unbound (continuum) states; in particular, the twoexcitons referred to here should not be confused with biexciton states, which represent a bound pair of excitations. 23 We finally note that optical transitions can only occur between two adjacent exciton bands.
In spite of the enormous simplification of the calculation of the eigenstates through the Jordan-Wigner transformation, the diagonalization of H,,,, and the final disorder average in general involve numerical procedures. Only for homogeneous aggregates ( a0 = 0) is it possible to diagonalize H,, analytically. We then have and (64 where the superscript 0 is used to indicate quantities pertinent to the homogeneous system. The eigenvectors & are standing waves which are delocalized over the entire chain. For small values of the disorder (a,), we may now resort to an expansion around the homogeneous system, the perturbation being The smallness parameter for this expansion is af13'2/ n-z 1 V( (see Ref. 4 and Sec. VI) . In a lowest-order tr!atment, we will use the eigenfrequencies to first order in HP,, and the unperturbed eigenstates, which implies that the transition dipoles between the exciton states are taken identical to those for the homogeneous aggregate. Because this approach, known as the motional narrowing limit, has provided much insight into the linear absorption spectra of J aggregates,4 we will use it in this paper to analyze the general nonlinear response of disordered aggregates. The motional narrowing limit has previously been used to calculate the photon echo decay of circular aggregates with uncorrelated disorder.29
Ill. NONLINEAR OPTICAL RESPONSE IN THE MOTIONAL NARROWING LIMIT
The nonlinear optical response of a single aggregate with a specific realization of the diagonal disorder can be represented by its (hyper) polarizabilities, which are fully determined by the frequencies and transition dipoles of the multiexciton states. Let the nth order polarizability be denoted yCn) (~;a), where w is a (n + 1 )-dimensional vector containing the laser frequencies and the signal frequency that occur in the process. The dependence on the exciton energies is denoted explicitly by the argument n= (a,,..., a,). We reiterate that for the linear chain, these N eigenfrequencies of H,,,,, determine not only the N one-exciton frequencies, but also all the multiexciton frequencies. In the above notation, we omitted the dependence of the polarizability on the transition moments between the various multiexciton states because, within the motional narrowing limit, these do not depend on the particular realization of the disorder. The nth order macroscopic susceptibility of a sample containing a random distribution of noninteracting aggregates may then be written jp)(to) =?#")(o;fl)).
Here, 7 is the density of aggregates in the sample and (. . * ) denotes the average over the diagonal disorder, i.e., over the probability distribution [Eq. (2)]. In writing Eq. (8), we have assumed that all aggregates have equal orientation, so that the transition dipoles for all aggregates are parallel. A more general distribution of aggregate orientations can be accounted for in a straightforward way by an angular factorI and does not affect the diagonal disorder average and the spectral line shapes derived from x '") . Equation (8) may be rewritten Above, we have introduced the parameter x '"'( 
Here, Dk=Rk-Rf, the deviation of the kth eigenfrequency of H,,, from its homogeneous value to first order in the disorder and PcN)( D ,,...,DN) is the joint probability distribution for these deviations to occur on a randomly generated aggregate. Hereafter, we will refer to fiN '( D t ,..., DN) as the distribution for the exciton frequencies. In Sec. IV, we will derive this distribution from the underlying molecular disorder distribution pcN)(dl ,...,dN). There are two advantages to working with the distribution for the exciton frequencies. (i) The hyperpolarizabilities depend directly on the exciton frequencies and only in an indirect way on the molecular frequencies.
(ii) The hyperpolarizabilities of low order consist of additive contributions containing only a small number of exciton frequencies. Therefore, only marginal distributions24 for small subsets of ( D1,..., DN) are needed in practice and the disorder average [Eq. (9)] only involves a small number of integrations. The simplest case is the linear susceptibility, for which it suffices to know the marginal distribution for a single one-exciton frequency (see Sec. V A).
which gives the degree of correlation between the transition frequencies of the molecules within one chain. For B=O (lo= 0), all molecular frequencies are chosen independently of each other from p ("(d,) given in Eq. (4); for p= 1 ( Zo-+ 00 ), we have the case of infinitely strong correlations.
The general joint distribution for the Dk is now given by
Of course, Bkkf may alternatively be used to describe the marginal distribution for any subset {Dk, ,...,Dk) (s <N). This distribution is also Gaussian with vanishing means and is fully determined by the sXs covariance matrix Bkk '(k,k'e{k ,,..., k,}). The simplest marginal distribution iS the one for a single one-exciton frequency D,,
IV. JOINT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR THE EXCITON FREQUENCIES
In this section, we calculate the complete multivariate distribution of the exciton frequencies to first order in the disorder Hamiltonian (7). For a particular realization of the disorder, we have
with & given by Eq. (6a). From Eq. (lo), we observe that every D, is a linear combination of the Gaussian variables d,, . Consequently, also the Dk have a Gaussian joint distribution, which, as ( Dk) =0 for all k, is fully determined by its covariance matrix
with A,,,,, as defined in Eq. (3). In Appendix A, the double summation in this equation is performed and we arrive at
where
6469 (15) with the variance o$= B,,. More complicated examples are the joint probability distributions for two or more oneeXCitOn levels, e.g., Pc2)( Dk,Dkt) (kfk'),
which does not reduce to P(l) (D,)P"' ( Dkp) because Bkkt#O in general. Yet other examples of subset distributions are those for the value of a multiexciton frequency. It is easily seen that the deviation of the energy of the multiexciton I k, ,..., k,) + a;* + from its homogeneous value @, * * * + $ has a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance
It is also possible to compose the joint probability distributions for a few (multi)exciton levels in this manner. Before applying the above probability distributions to special spectroscopic techniques (Sec. V), we point out that degeneracies occur in PCN)( D1,...,DN), independent of a0 and fl. That this should be the case becomes clear from combining Eqs. (6a) and ( 10) Dk=-,tl i, {l-cost2rrk/(N+l)l}d,, (18) which shows that D N+, -k= Dk independent of the probability distribution of the d,, . This degeneracy is also seen explicitly in the covariance matrix B. According to Eq. ( 12)) We have &,I= Bk,.+, i -k'. Thus, B has a large ULlIIlber (N/2 for N even) of pairs of columns that are equal, yielding det B=O, so that pN' in Eq. ( 15) seems ill defined. Of course, this is just a manifestation of the fact that in some directions of the N-dimensional frequency space, PcN) has a vanishing width and a delta-function character. For even N, this may be made more explicit by writing PcN'( D , ,.- 
where PcN") ( D i ,..., DNi2) is the N/2-dimensional Gaussian distribution with vanishing means and covariance matrix Bkk,(k,k'E{1,...,N/2}). If N is odd, Eq. (19) is modified in a trivial way by realizing that DcN+l),z is not paired to any other one-exciton frequency.
To conclude this section, we note an important difference between linear and circular aggregates. In the latter case, one imposes periodic boundary conditions on each aggregate, by adding the term V( &hi + &liN) to the Hamiltonian equation ( 1). Then the homogeneous oneexciton site amplitudes are given by +$=exp( -2 X rikn/N)/fi (k=O,l,...,N-1), so that Dk=&,d,/N [cf. Eq. (lo)], which is independent of k. To first order in the disorder, all one-exciton frequencies for the circular aggregate are shifted by the same amount, irrespective of the degree of intersite correlation. Even though the Jordan-Wigner transformation does not bring the Hamiltonian with periodic boundary conditions into a freeFermion form,28 the structure of the homogeneous multiexciton states for circular aggregates is known3' and it can be shown that to first order in the disorder, every state in the tih band is shifted by vZ,d,/N, again independent of the degree of correlation. Many aggregate properties do not depend sensitively on whether one considers periodic boundary conditions or not; the (unphysical) infinitely strong correlations of the exciton frequencies noted here constitute a counterexample, which is important for nonlinear line shapes. Of course, in the limit N-CO, the choice of boundary conditions should become irrelevant, but that limit lies outside the motional narrowing regime, as the perturbation theory breaks down for large N. Another well-known limitation of the circular model is that for fixed nearest-neighbor interaction, the frequency of the band edge state does not depend on the aggregate size. This becomes essential if a segment length distribution determines the width of the exciton absorption line.31 Although the motional narrowing theory of the linear absorption spectrum has been treated in depth by Knapp, 4 we will briefly revisit this basic example and discuss the possibility to determine microscopic parameters from observed line shapes. The linear absorption line shape is given by Ali, =ImXC1)(W;a) =T(Im #"(w;Q)), where w stands for ( -0,~).
Within the motional narrowing limit and in the rotating wave approximation (RWA), the linear polarizability of a single aggregate, which in the absence of fields is in its ground state, is given by16P26
where pek is the transition dipole matrix element between the ground state and the homogeneous one-exciton /k), and l? is the damping rate of the coherence between the ground state and a one-exciton state (for simplicity assumed independent of k). As Eq. (20) is a sum of contributions from individual one-exciton states, the disorder average only involves the marginal distribution PC') ( Dk) given in Eq. (16a). From Eq. (12), it is found that the width ok = JBkk of this Gaussian distribution varies from ao[2(N+ 1)/3]-1'2 for p=O to a0 for8-t 1. Both limits are independent of k {except for the case k= (N+ 1)/2, where the B=O width is replaced by a,[(N+ 1)/2]-"2}, but the full p dependence of the width does depend slightly on k. As long as 1 -@P[2nk/( N+ 1 )12, the p dependence simplifies to (21) [k#(N+ 1)/2]. The factor [( 1 +8)/( 1 -P)]1'2 has also been found by Knapp4 for circular aggregates in the limit flN41, i.e., for large aggregates and p sufficiently different from unity. These conditions are similar to the ones under which Eq. (21) is valid.
In general, the disorder average of Eq. (20) leads to a series of N Voigt profiles32 centered around the homogeneous one-exciton frequencies Cl:. We will assume, however, that the homogeneous width r<ao[2(N+ 1)/3]-1'2. In that case, we have
which is a series of N Gaussian peaks with widths ok and weights the one-exciton oscillator strengths given by =p2 N+ 1
As almost the entire oscillator strength [0.81 (N+ 1 )p2 for N,l] between the ground state and the one-exciton band resides in the 1 k= 1) one-exciton state, the linear absorption spectrum is, within the motional narrowing limit, dominated by a Gaussian peak (the "J-band") positioned at no,= l with a width ok=, (in the remainder of this paper, we will reserve the word "width" for the standard deviation of the line shape; for Gaussian profiles, this width is smaller than the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) by a factor of (8 In 2) 1'2 ~2.35). Thus, in the absence of correlations (p=O), the linear absorption spectrum has a width of ao[2 (N + 1)/3]-1'2, which explains the characteristic narrowing of the local disorder a0 observed for J aggregates.' (For circular aggregates, one finds a width of ad fi.") The physical explanation for this motional narrowing is that the delocalized exciton states average over the N uncorrelated molecular transition frequencies in the aggregate. In the case of perfect correlations (B= l), each individual aggregate is homogeneous, so that no averaging of local inhomogeneities occurs and the narrowing disappears. The full /3 dependence of the width of the J band is given in Fig. 2 for several aggregate sizes.
Suppose now that the typical number of molecules within an aggregate is known (for instance, from the ratio of the superradiant and the single molecule spontaneous emission rates5(a)v5(b)v33.34 ). Then the above shows that to explain an observed width of the J band, one arrives at two different values of a,, which differ by a factor of roughly @, depending on whether one assumes perfect correlations or total absence of correlations. More generally formulated, even if N is known, the width of the linear absorption spectrum does not yield sufficient information to determine uniquely the microscopic disorder model, as both a0 and p are unknown. Conversely, Eq. (21) has been used to obtain N from measurement of the width of the linear absorption spectrum by assuming that a0 can be taken from the monomer absorption spectrum.5(a) Here too, one lacks uniqueness, as the degree of correlation p is unknown. Moreover, the assumption that the width of a dilute distribution of monomers can be used as local inhomogeneity in dense, aggregate forming solutions (or glasses) seems highly questionable. These problems call for alternative spectroscopic techniques to characterize the microscopic disorder model.
B. Nonlinear absorption spectrum
The nonlinear absorption coefficient of a cw laser beam is to lowest order in the intensity governed by A,,(w) =ImXC3)(w;n>=~(Im yC3)(w;a)), where w now stands for ( -o;w,w, --a), and fi denotes, as before, the set of N frequencies &. The general expression for the third-order polarizability of an aggregate has been derived before.2*'2(b)P16 In the RWA and within the motional narrowing limit, we have for the component needed here the separation between two one-exciton states, its main AS for the linear absorption spectrum, the disorder average in I$. (25) only involves the marginal distribution P(l)(&).
For I?(ao[2(N+ 1)/3]-"2, we then find which is a series of Gaussian peaks centered at the homogeneous one-exciton frequencies, with widths ok and weights 1 p,,kl 4. The bleaching of the k= 1 one-exciton transition will by far be the strongest feature in this part of the spectrum. It is clear from Eq. (26) that the bleaching features in the nonlinear absorption spectrum exhibit exactly the same motional narrowing effects as the linear absorption spectrum [Eq. (22 )].
We now turn to the nonlinear absorption contribution derived from r$y*. This part of the susceptibility describes two-photon absorption (TPA), with resonances whenever 219 equals a two-exciton energy a$ + ak4. We focus on the resonance with the two-exciton 1 k',k") and assume that its frequency (a,, +a,#,)/2 is well-separated from all oneexciton frequencies in the same aggregate. Here, "wellseparated" means an energy difference that is large compared to l? as well as large compared to the spread in the separation caused by static disorder, so that all frequencies in the nonresonant factors in Eq. (24~) can be replaced by their homogeneous values (we comment on this condition at the end of this section). Then, the nonlinear absorption in the vicinity of the two-photon resonance simplifies to 
The disorder average in JZq. (27) (17)]. In general, the disorder average of the TPA peak thus leads to a Voigt profile. If we restrict to the case 2r(ak'k,', however, we obtain a Gaussian peak (29) Using Eq. (12), we find that the width ok,&2 of the TPA peak related to the two-exciton (k',k") varies between ao[4(N+ 1 ml-1'2 for /3=0 [if k',k"#(N+ 1)/2] and a0 for fl-1. As in the case of linear absorption, we thus observe motional narrowing in the TPA spectrum, which decreases for increasing intersite correlation. It is noteworthy that if the exciton energies would be uncorrelated p'2)(Dk,,DkN)=pf1)(Dk,)P(1)(Dk,,), the TPA peak The strongest TPA peak is the one related to the I k' = 2,k" = 1) two-exciton, which is predominantly reached through the one-exciton I k= 1) as intermediate state [relevant oscillator strengths ,u& ~0.81 (N-t 1 )p2 and ,u~,~,z 1.27(N+ l>,u']. In Fig. 3 , a comparison is made between the motional narrowing result and the exact forms of the 1 k= 1) bleach and the I k'=2,k"= 1) two-photon absorption features for J aggregates of 20 molecules with u~=~O-~~ VI, fi=O, and r= lop41 VI. The exact line shapes were obtained through numerical simulation along the method described in Ref. 16 . Figure 3 demonstrates clearly the motional narrowing of the local disorder; without this effect, both the bleaching and the TPA peak would have a FWHM of roughly 2.35uo=235r. It is also clearly observed that for the small disorder value used here, the perturbative treatment of the motional narrowing limit is sufficient to accurately describe the line shapes.
We finally comment briefly on the condition imposed above Fq (27) that the separation between the twophoton resonances and the one-exciton frequencies be large compared to the spread in this separation caused by the static disorder. This condition is less restrictive than it seems. As an explicit example, consider the TPA peak related to the ]2,1) two-exciton. The inhomogeneous component in the frequency separation to the k= 1 one-exciton state, ( Dkc2-Dk= l)/2, has a Gaussian distribution with vanishing mean and width 0.5 ( B,, + Bz2 -2Br2) "2, which varies between uo[4(N+ 1)]-1'2 for p=O and 0 for fl-1. Thus, we see that in the case of small correlations, the condition of large relative separation is not very restrictive because of the motional narrowing and the positive correlations between Dk=r and Dkc2. For strong intersite correlations, the condition is not restrictive because of the perfect correlations which then exist between all exciton frequencies on a single chain, C. Two-color pump-probe spectroscopy As a final example, we discuss two-color pump-probe spectroscopy. In this technique, the sample is first irradiated with a short pump pulse of frequency w,; a variable delay time r later, the state of the sample is probed by a laser with frequency w2. The differential absorption spectrum A.4 (or ,02;7-) is defined as the difference between the probe absorption with and without pump pulse. To lowest order in the laser intensities, this spectrum measures thirdorder response functions.35 A more intuitive view of the experiment, however, is to treat it as a sequence of two linear absorption experiments. First, linear absorption of the pump pulse creates one-excitons. During the delay I N time, the one-excitons can decay to the ground state or redistribute over the one-exciton band through scattering on phonons. Finally, the state of the system is probed by measuring the linear absorption of the probe pulse. As the probe absorption takes place in a prepared system, in which population has been taken away from the ground state to the one-exciton band, the differential absorption spectrum contains contributions arising from (i) stimulated emission from the one-exciton states; (ii) bleaching of the transitions from the ground state to the one-exciton band; and (iii) the excitation of two-excitons. This simplified picture of the experiment is justified if the delay is long compared to the pulse durations and the dephasing time of the coherences between and inside the exciton bands. If this is not the case, also contributions to the differential absorption exist in which, e.g., the two interactions with the pump pulse excite a coherence between the ground state and two-exciton states, which is observed by the interaction with the probe pulse.
In Appendix B, we derive the differential absorption spectrum within the above view for pulse durations that are short compared to the dephasing times. The general result (B9) is not restricted to the motional narrowing limit and holds for arbitrary dynamics within the space of one-exciton populations. Here, however, we restrict ourselves to discussing the motional narrowing limit and we will assume a simple exponential decay of the population of the kth one-exciton with rate Yk . Then, Eq. (B9) reduces to Here, C is a constant and i,(w) and i2(w) denote the power spectra of the envelopes of the pump and the probe pulse, respectively. The first part of Eq. (30) contains the contributions from stimulated emission (the Sk, ,k, term) and bleaching (the "1" term), which result in a negative differential absorption; the second part describes the positive (induced) absorption of photons that cause the transition from the I k,) one-exciton to the I k2,k3) twoexciton.
In general, the disorder averages in Eq. (30) involve the joint distribution for two of the one-exciton frequencies (the first term) and the joint distribution for a one-exciton and a two-exciton frequency (the second term). If we restrict ourselves to the strongest spectral features, however, weset kl=k2=1 in thefirsttermand k,=k,=l, k,=2in the second term
Now, the first contribution (bleach and stimulated emission) only involves the distribution P(l) (D,), whereas the second contribution (induced absorption) involves the joint distribution Pc2) (D, , D2) [cf. Eqs. ( 16)].
For Gaussian power spectra, the averages in Eq. (3 1) lead to analytically solvable Gaussian integrals. The results are rather convoluted. Instead, much simpler and more transparent results can be obtained for general pulse shapes in the limit where the spectral pulse width is small compared to the width of the exciton frequency distributions. For the first average, this condition implies that the pulse is narrow compared to the J band. Then n * vlG,-4v2(&-4))
where ~j~~j-n(: and (it*fi)(o) denotes the convolution of the two power spectra evaluated at the frequency w. In the last equality of Eq. (32)) it has been assumed that at least one of the power spectra is symmetric. In the limit of small pulse widths, the second average leads to (21)]. In the limit of strong correlations (p-+ 1 ), the average of the conditional probability approaches Dk and the width vanishes.
We will now apply the above knowledge of the conditional probability to discuss the differential absorption spectrum. The maximum of the bleach occu:'s (for symmetric pulse shapes) at o2 = w1 , while the maximum of the induced absorption occurs at the mean value of P(')(w2 -@?Iwr-a:), i.e., at w2--~=(ol--~)B,,/B,,. Thus, the frequency separation between the absorption and bleach peaks is given by36 A abs,bl=a(q-n$ + (@-@I XP(C)(o,-~~Iwr-n~)i,i2 .
(34)
Here, Pcc)( D21 Dl) zP'~'(D,,D~)/P(~)( Dl) denotes the conditional probability24 for the inhomogeneous frequency offset of the I k=2) one-exciton, given the frequency offset of the I k= 1) one-exciton. The result (34) has a simple interpretation-the overall magnitude of the pump-probe signal is determined by the absorption of the pump pulse, which is proportional to PC') (ot -@) (the J band) and the exponential decay during the pump-probe delay. The with shape of the pump-probe signal is determined by the factor in square brackets in Eq. (34). For narrow pulses, a bleach (and stimulated emission) will be observed at frequency o2 only if the pump and probe pulses overlap, which explains the convolution. Induced absorption is observed at o2 only if the probe pulse is resonant with the transition from the / k= 1) one-exciton to the I k, =2, k,= 1) two-exciton in aggregates that have their I k= 1) one-exciton frequency resonant with the pump pulse. This explains the conditional probability.
(364 a=B12/B1,-1.
The general conditional probability for the frequency offset D~I, given the value of Dk, is easily calculated from Eqs. ( 16). We obtain the Gaussian
Using Eq. (12), we find that the factor a varies between -l/3 (p=O) and 0(/3-l).
The full p dependence of a has been plotted in Fig. 4 for various aggregate sizes. The interesting point is that a does not depend on ao. Thus, assuming that N is known, the separation between the induced absorption and the bleach as a function of the detuning of the pump frequency from the J-band maximum, or -a(;, gives direct information on fi alone. By contrast, the width af2 of the induced-absorption peak depends on both p and a,, but not on the pump frequency. The dependence on a, is a simple proportionality; the p dependence is, for several values of N, given in Fig. 5 . If p is known from measuring a, the width of the induced-absorption peak can thus be used to obtain ao.
The important conclusion is that, in contrast to linear absorption measurements, two-color pump-probe experi- From top to bottom (at /3=0), the curves correspond to N= 10, 30, 50, and 100, respectively. If of2 is large compared to the width of the convolution of the pump and probe power spectra, it directly gives the width of the induced-absorption peak in the differential absorption spectrum.
ments can be used to obtain separate information on both the correlation and the magnitude of the microscopic disorder. We also note that the constant term @-Cl? in Eq. (36a) gives information on the interaction and the size iV of the aggregate [Eq. (6b)].
One aspect of the above should be treated with more caution-the limited validity of Eq. (33) in the case of strong correlations (p-l), where the joint distribution function p2'( D,, D2) approaches the form P(')( D,)S( D, -DI). Evidently, Pf2)( D, ,D2) will then not be broad compared to the laser pulses in all directions of the ( D, , D2) space, no matter how narrow the laser pulses are, and the first step in Eq. (33) is invalid. In fact, the criterion for applicability of @I:, (33) is that of2 is large compared to the width of (1t*12) (w); in the limit P-P 1, this cannot be satisfied as of2 vanishes (Fig. 5) . To obtain an improved theory in this limit, we may use the S( D2-Dl) nature of the distribution and eliminate the D, integration in Eq. (33) . In analogy to Eq. (32), we then obtain n ,.
(I,(~ZI-D~U,(~,-D,))
From this, we see that in the presence of strong correlations, the frequency separation between the induced absorption and the bleach peak is given by @-@, irrespective of the pump freqency, which is the same result as obtained from Eq. (36) in the limit p-1. Thus, the conclusion that measurement of Aabs,bl as a function of w1 -@ allows for the determination of p stays valid. We also observe from Eq. (37) that for strong correlations, the width of the induced-absorption peak is determined by the convolution of the power spectra of the pump and probe beams and does not vanish. Therefore, if fi is found to be close to unity, caution must be used when applying Fig. 5 to obtain ao. Then, one either has to account for the finite Jasper Knoester: Line shapes of molecular aggregates a475 width of (il*i2) (w) by deconvolution, or one may resort to using the width of the J band (Fig. 2) to obtain ao.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is by now well-established that static disorder plays a key role in the optical properties of molecular aggregates. 7*14F37-39 In this paper, we have studied nonlinear optical line shapes of disordered linear molecular aggregates within the motional narrowing limit. Our model assumes Gaussian diagonal disorder with arbitrary intersite correlations. The theory presented is general and not limited to first-and third-order optical response. This is a consequence of two important features combined in our model. (i) The energies of all multiexciton states of the linear chain with nearest-neighbor interactions can be expressed as sums of one-exciton energies. '5,27P28 (ii) As shown in Sec. IV [Eqs. (15) and (12)], to first order in the disorder the complete joint stochastic distribution function for the one-exciton energies of an aggregate can be obtained exactly, irrespective of the magnitude of the intersite correlations. In general, linear optical techniques are only sensitive to the marginal distributions for the one-exciton frequencies [P(l)], while third-order techniques involve distributions for two one-exciton frequencies and one twoexciton frequency (derived from PC4)). Higher-order techniques involve yet higher-order marginal distributions.
The motional narrowing limit is a lowest-order expansion in the disorder: The exciton wave functions are taken identical to those of the homogeneous aggregate and their energies are taken to first order in the disorder.4129 Strictly speaking, this limits the approach to small disorder values and (or) small chain lengths. The criterion for applicability is easily derived by requiring that the energy separation between any pair of one-exciton states on the homogeneous chain is large compared to the disorder induced width of this separation.4 For vanishing intersite correlation (p =O), this leads directly to u&3/2/7? I VI (1. In fact, this criterion expresses the strongest limitation, as the approach improves for increasing correlation p and eventually becomes exact for all chain lengths and disorder values in the limiting case of infinitely strong intersite correlations (p = 1)) where each individual aggregate is homogeneous.
In practice, the size of molecular aggregates is often too large to meet the above criterion for a perturbative treatment and the disorder localizes the exciton states on parts of the aggregate.38tM'41 Nevertheless, the motional narrowing limit can still be useful, provided that we replace in all expressions contained in this paper the real chain length by the typical delocalization length Ndel of the exciton states in the energy region of interest (usually the band edge). This procedure has already been suggested by Knapp4 and its power has been demonstrated before. For instance, numerically obtained scaling laws for the nonlinear response of disordered aggregates could be reproduced using this approach.14 Furthermore, we note that the measured two-color pump-probe spectrum of aggregates of pseudo-isocyanine can be reproduced surprisingly well7 by using the simple motional narrowing expressions worked out in Sec. V C in combination with the delocalization length and disorder value that were previously found from linear optical experiments.38 An effect that cannot be covered by the above procedure is that the line shapes usually become asymmetric at higher disorder values (the J band then obtains a Lorentzian high-energy side) .38*42
One of the key points of the present paper is the role of intersite correlations in the disorder of the molecules on a chain. As the disorder is usually induced by a random environment (such as a glassy host), it is very likely that such correlations exist for neighboring molecules. If correlations are included, there are four parameters that affect the optical line shapes-the intermolecular interaction ( V) , the size of the aggregates (N or rather Ndel), the local disorder (a,,), and the degree of correlation (p). The interaction can be estimated from the shift 2V of the J band relative to the monomer transition. Furthermore, Ndel may be obtained from the superradiant fluorescence decay.5 '33*34 This leaves two unknown parameters to be determined from optical line shapes. As has been argued in Sec. V A, the linear absorption spectrum does not yield independent information on a0 and fi, and is therefore not an ideal tool to get insight into the microscopic disorder model. By contrast, we have shown in Sec. V C that two-color pumpprobe experiments do yield extra information. In particular, measuring the energy separation (Aabs,bl) between the bleach and induced-absorption peaks as a function of the detuning of the pump frequency relative to the J-band center yields the slope a in Eq. (36), which is insensitive to the local disorder and is (for fixed chain length) a function of the degree of correlation only (Fig. 4) . Having obtained p, one may then use the width of the induced-absorption peak (Fig. 5) or the width of the J band (Fig. 2) to estimate ao. In principle, it is even possible to independently obtain N ( Ndel) from the pump-probe experiment, namely from the value of Aabs,bl when the pump is tuned to the J-band center. We finally note that the width of the induced-absorption peak yields alternative information on correlations. For low degree of correlation, this width is of the same order as the width of the J band, whereas for very strong correlations, the induced absorption is generally much narrower than the J band and is limited by the laser linewidths only.
Even though the theory for two-color pump-probe experiments presented here is approximate, result (34) contains the basic physics and clearly suggests a novel way to experimentally obtain detailed information on the character of the energetic disorder in aggregates. This in turn may lead to information on the structural disorder in the host medium (glass or solution). Equation (34) has already been used successfully to analyze pump-probe experiments on aggregates of pseudo-isocyanine.7 The theory may be improved in a straightforward way by determining the averages in Eqs. (32) and (33) exactly, which is possible for Gaussian line shapes. Also, no major complications are encountered when keeping more exciton levels than Ik = 1) and 1 k, = 2, k2= 1) in working out Eq. (30 In this appendix, we derive the differential absorption for a two-color pump-probe experiment on molecular aggregates. We restrict ourselves to the intuitive picture discussed in the main text, where the experiment is considered a succession of two linear absorption experiments. We will give a general derivation, which is not limited to the motional narrowing limit, i.e., the labels k used below do not necessarily refer to the homogeneous states.
Let the electric fields of the pump and probe pulses be given by Et(t)=h,(t)exp(--iwit)+c.c. 
The contribution of a single aggregate to the linear absorption of a laser pulse with frequency w is governed by its linear polarizability26 Y"'( -o;o) The probe pulse can cause stimulated emission of the oneexcitons I k).
(ii) The probe pulse can be absorbed by inducing a transition from the excited one-excitons to the two-exciton band. (iii) The first term in Eq. (B6b) is the (B3) equilibrium population; in the differential absorption, this is exactly canceled by the absorption of the probe pulse without pumping. (iv) The second term in Eq. (B6b) is the loss of population in the ground state and will give rise to a bleach of all transitions from the ground state to the one-exciton band. Contributions (i) and (iv) to the differential absorption are negative, whereas contribution (ii) is positive. Using Eqs. (B3)-(B6) and adding the disorder average, we obtain for the differential absorption in the RWA where p,b is the transition dipole between the levels a (frequency 0,) and b (frequency a,) of the aggregate and rab denotes the homogeneous dephasing rate of this transition. The summations over a and b run over all levels, i.e., the ground state, one-excitons, two-excitons, etc. Finally, p,(O) denotes the population of level a before the interaction with the pulse. If the aggregate is initially in its ground (B4) --m where the integration over wJ must be included to account for pulses that are short compared to the homogeneous dephasing times l/r,, .
Before the pump pulse arrives, the aggregate is in the ground state, i.e., p,(O) = 1 if a is the ground state and p,( 0) =0 otherwise. Application of Eqs. (B3) and (B4) to this situation shows that, to first order in the intensity, the pump pulse excites one-exciton populations, which are, within the RWA, given by A dw; Il(wl-co;) IpOkl'r kd;-ak)2+r2 '
Here, we assumed that all transitions between the ground state and the one-exciton band have the same dephasing rate. During the delay period, which is assumed long compared to the laser pulses and the dephasing times, the oneexciton populations can decay to the ground state or redistribute over the one-exciton band by scattering on other elementary excitations. We will not model this dynamics, but instead formulate our result in terms of a general Green's function G&(r) describing the evolution of the one-exciton populations during the delay. We will assume that this Green's function varies slowly compared to the pulse durations. Then, we can write for the populations just before the probe pulse arrives N Pk(T-) = k;, Gkd~)Pk~(0+),
dw;i,(w,-w;)i2(w2-we) ; Here, I' is the homogeneous dephasing rate of the transitions between the one-and the two-exciton bands and C is a constant that contains, among other things, the density of aggregates (T? has been added for future convenience). The three terms within curly brackets in Eq. (B7) are, respectively, the bleach, the stimulated emission, and the absorption to two-exciton states. A full-blown expansion of the density matrix to third order in the pulse amplitudes35 gives the same result as I$ (B7), provided the delay time T is long compared to the decay times of coherences between and inside exciton bands, and the pulse durations are short compared to the dynamic time scale within the space of one-exciton populations. We now restrict ourselves to the case that the pulse durations are short compared to the dephasing times (l/l? and l/P), so that the power spectra are broad compared to the homogeneous exciton line shapes. We then have We stress that this result is not restricted to the motional narrowing limit. That limit is obtained by using the transition dipoles of the homogeneous (multi)exciton states and replacing !& by @+ Dk. If we furthermore assume that the one-exciton populations undergo no dynamics except for an exponential decay to the ground state with rate yk, we have
